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stabilization in the lake chad basin: rebuilding communities across 7 impact areas
Nigeria lures just a tiny fraction of oil and gas investment inefficiency and problems ranging from high production costs to unrest sparked by environmental damage and lack of development for

environmental impact assessment in nigeria
Federal Ministry of Environment and Nigeria Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI) has concluded plans to ensure compliance

nigeria's oil reform bill: what's at stake
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (this is applicable to commercial, industrial, place of worship and residential developments of more than eight family units, duly prepared by registered

neiti, ministry to enforce compliance with standard in extractive sector
Nevertheless, Nigeria's remaining forests harbour The federal government must order a thorough review of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report of some huge projects of serious

36,000 buildings likely to collapse in lagos —experts
She said: “There is a lot of sensitivity in Nigeria our business environment and our economy will not grow. “So, it is a decision that every government has to take. Our assessment is

nigeria: resetting environmental agenda
A carbon tax is a way to have users of carbon fuels pay for the climate damage caused by releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

covid-19: fg to present supplementary budget for vaccination
Despite a challenging environment Dangote Cement’s socioeconomic impact assessment study on its operations in Nigeria, Ethiopia, Senegal and South Africa indicated that it sustained

carbon tax: a market-based alternative to carbon emissions in nigeria
THE time was 10 am in late March. Over 60 women, old and young, gathered outside the house of 90-year-old Julius Loboh, the oldest man in Opuama, a community in Egbema Kingdom, Warri North local

taxes: govt gains more from public quotation
Further to electrifying Nigeria, it stated that, ATC&C will lead to a sound business environment in it is too early for any objective assessment of the programme for now.

counting cost: families in tears as oil spillage destroys life, livelihoods in delta community
Nigeria and China should work more on the relationship between their citizens so that the two countries can continue to have good bilateral relations.

fg pays n1.3trn payment assurance guarantee to power sector
The rate of groundwater recharge is often unknown making regional water security difficult to assess for policymakers.

fifty years, five problems - and how nigeria can work with china in future
I had the rare privilege of going through collections of videos in my archives and then to have watched an interview by a white Jornalist in the 1960’s

mapping africa’s groundwater recharge for the first time
New Everest Group ‘Risk Watch' report assesses risks of outsourcing to and setting up Global Business Service Centers in major delivery locations around the world. DALLAS, Texas

emmanuel onwubiko: how nigeria shouldn’t be
This paper highlights the impact in Nigeria and the SDGs. It highlights the main causes of Nigeria’s flooding problem are man-made and advocates spatial planning as a suitable Flood Risk

everest group identifies most, least favorable locations to do business in a disrupted world
Selbyville, Delaware, The global Aircraft Environmental Control Systems market size is expected to gain market growth in the forecast period of 2020 to 2025, with a CAGR of 2.4% in the forecast period

the impact of flooding on nigeria's sustainable development goals
The Ekiti State Government has said it is committed to creating an enabling environment for intervention of donor and early response to conflict prevention and also conducted assessment on victims

aircraft environmental control systems market trends and prospects by 2025
Prior to the development, such places were manned by security personnel of the Federal Airport Authority of Nigeria (FAAN airport with the surrounding environment manned by operatives

ekiti government expresses commitment to promoting peaceful coexistence in the state
Women ENTERPRENEURS Nneka Isaac-Moses is an entrepreneur, destination promoter, tourism consultant, ‘Top 100 women in tourism’ awardee, a World Bank Scholar, author and multiple award-winning

military takes over airport security in northern states
Politics of Nigeria’s bad roads In recent years were caused by the operations of heavy-duty trucks, poor environmental impact assessment, unstable ground and poor drainage, and poor maintenance.

nneka isaac-moses: govt is not doing enough to support tourism
The United Nations Children's Fund warned that the wild polio virus, which Nigeria has eradicated, may resurface in the country if preventive measures are not taken. Elizabeth Onitolo, UNICEF

how bad roads, deadly potholes serve as gateways to kidnappers’ dens
I have always argued that galamsey, an artisanal and informal form of mining for the subaltern in Ghana, is neither a canker nor menace, as they erroneously describe them.

nigeria warned to act on wild polio rebound threat
In an event organised by the Women Environmental and climate change in Nigeria. This is why it is important to view how climate change has a cross-cutting impact on the five priority sectors.

galamsey is neither a canker nor a menace; national dialogue in accra not the solution!
Most of the current round of refinery maintenance in Africa has been completed. However, South Africa’s Cape Town and Engen remain closed. ONGOING MAINTENANCE. Near-term mainten

unveiling national action plan on gender and climate change
Recent studies highlighting the adverse impact of pollution on growth estimate that the annual economic cost of air pollution on health in the Greater Cairo area alone is about 1.4 percent of Egypt’s

maintenance mostly over in africa
The head of the Africa Centers for Disease Control said India’s decision would undermine Africa’s vaccination plans, and could have a “catastrophic” impact if extended. Nigeria hopes to

supporting pollution reduction efforts to protect the health of egyptians and spur economic recovery
The project, he observed, was conceived in 2007 and had all necessary approvals, including the Environmental Impact Assessment from the aviation regulatory body, the Nigeria Civil Aviation

coronavirus live: merkel backs national lockdown in germany while bolsonaro rules one out in brazil
thereby limiting the environmental damage done by pollutants. The impact of metal contamination on land and in water have traditionally been dealt with separately, often ignoring the fact that

the case for ogun cargo airport
Braide, who received the Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter award in 1994 for her outstanding dedication and achievement in the eradication of Guinea worm disease in Nigeria particularly operational

metal contamination of aquatic environments also threatens birds on land
The report focuses on well-known providers in the global School Assessment Tools industry, market segments, competition, and the macro environment we analyzed the impact of COVID-19 on

q&a: women must manage their time well to reach the top
They both were guests on the popular radio program, PUBLIC CONSCIENCE produced by the Progressive Impact Organisation the 2020 CPI rating of Nigeria and CISLAC’s assessment of the Buhari

global school assessment tools market report 2020 by key players, types, applications, countries, market size, forecast to 2026
Apr 19, 2021 (The Expresswire) -- "Final Report will add the analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on this industry" Global “Human Serum Market” size

presidency, transparency international clash over state of anti-corruption fight in nigeria
He added that he did not want Nigerians to rate him based on the number of malls he has built, but on the impact he for growth". Assessment For his own assessment of Nigeria's retail market

human serum market professional analysis by industry size, share, revenue, growth rate, opportunities and competitive environment 2021 to 2024
The process of tolling is also consistent with international standards, and we are not an island to ourselves in Nigeria and impact that we want to talk about must involve an assessment

nigeria: as shoprite pulls back, this investor is building shopping malls in nigeria
RNS Number: 4186 V Seplat Petroleum Development Co PLC 14 April 2021 14 April 2021. Seplat Petroleum Development Company Plc. Seplat Petroleum

those who can’t use tolled highways have alternatives after concessioning – fashola
A precourse assessment identified environmental and administrative measures for infection control as the main gaps in participant knowledge. Training materials, videos, and job aids* were provided

seplat petdevcom plc - 2020 annual report and notice of agm
According to Toyota Nigeria, their distributors and dealers alike, have keyed into this global initiative because of its acceptance and impact on Following a rigorous assessment of all the

building and strengthening infection control strategies to prevent tuberculosis — nigeria, 2015
Written by a team of dedicated researchers and regional editors that specialise in emerging markets, OBG research provides focused analysis on the implications for key sectors and the investment

750 children participate in toyota dream car art contest
Nevertheless, Nigeria’s remaining forests harbour The federal government must order a thorough review of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report of some huge projects of serious

covid-19 economic impact assessments
Agricultural activity has come to a standstill in areas prone to repeated incursions by non-State armed groups (NSAGs) and environmental transit points with Nigeria are closed and as herders

resetting environmental agenda
The Ekiti State Government has said it is committed to creating an enabling environment for intervention of donor agencies towards improving the well-being of the people of the state. The Speaker of

cameroon humanitarian needs overview 2021 (march 2021)
Ethiopia has achieved a large victory in building the dam and gaining Egypt’s acceptance, but Egypt is threatening severe action if water is taken from it.

ekiti expresses commitment to promoting peaceful coexistence in the state
The South-east region of Nigeria has long suffered erosion done the engineering design and we have done the environment and social impact assessment. We have done the monitoring, evaluation

egypt, ethiopia, sudan: is the escalating language in gerd talks cause for concern?
In 2011 the Ministry of Mines and Energy issued mining licences for the project, subject to the completion and approval of the necessary environmental impact assessments (EIAs). In 2012

special report: communities groan as erosion ravages farmlands, threatens food security in south-east nigeria
The majority of people in rural Africa and a large proportion in its urban areas rely on groundwater for drinking, hygiene, and development. The rate at which groundwater is replenished is often
scientists map africa’s groundwater recharge for the first time
Approximately 10.7 million people in the Lake Chad Basin region (parts of Cameroon, Chad, Niger and Nigeria over 7 Key Impact Areas – Education, Health, Security, Justice, Environment
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